
FEATURES
8″ premium high-EMF XLT active driver
8″ mass tuned SLAPS passive bass radiator
600W high efficiency class D amplifier
DSP control through iWoofer™ mobile app
Double the radiating surface for impactful response
Small form factor with 10 inch cube enclosure
Ported with SLAPS passive bass radiator
auto signal sensing turn on and standby mode
Sub operation switch for different ranges
Luxurious high gloss piano lacquer finishes
Operation status LED indicator
Low level RCA inputs and outputs
Selective variable crossover
Remote and remote eye included
Auto room correction
SHS (Sub-harmonic Synthesizer)

Stylish & Ultra-Compact Subwoofer
With Superb Low Frequency Response

2x The Radiating Surface
Area For A truly Impactful
Bass Response From a
Compact 10 Inch Cube

cursion potential. Without a doubt, the MiniMe DSP
P8 is one the best 8 inch subwoofers ever produced
by Earthquake and is sure to fill a small to medium
sized room with massive bass for the utmost in
sound quality and intense room-rumbling sound
effects. It is available in both black or white high
gloss piano finishes and with the dual active and
passive driver setup. With a compact 10 inch cube
enclosure, don’t let the size of this little monster fool
you. It offers users high performance and superb
bass control with a sound that remains dynamic,
punchy, and precise even under hard and continu-
ous operation. Transform your listening experience
with the all new MiniMe DSP P8 subwoofer.

With the continued success of the MiniMe DSP series of
home subwoofers, Earthquake felt that it was only fitting to
produce a smaller sibling to compliment the line. The all new
MiniMe DSP P8 utilizes Earthquake’s unique class “D”
circuitrywith over 90%efficiencywith the added advan-
tage of DSP control through mobile devices. Compli-
cated and professional room tuning is now made
possible right at your finger tips through a mobile
app allowing users to tune the MiniMe DSP P8 for
flexible subwoofer placement in any room. Like the
10, 12, and 15 inch models, the DSP 8 offers users
some of the same great performance and features
like 600 watts of brute peak power output, high-
EMF XLT active driver, and redesigned 8 inch mass
tuned SLAPS-M8 passive radiator with increased ex-

MINIME DSP P8



MODEL DSP P8B / P8W

Woofer Size
8ʺ Ac�ve
8ʺ SLAPS Passive Radiator

Power Handling 600 Wa�s Max

Frequency Response 25–160Hz

Crossover Frequency 40–160Hz

Enclosure Type Ported with Passive Radiator

Enclosure Finish Black or White Piano Gloss

Dimensions (H x W x D)
includes grilles, knobs, and feet

11ʺ x 10.43ʺ x 11.41ʺ
278mm x 265mm x 290mm

Weight 18.2 lbs (8.25 kgs)

Available Colors

Black Piano

White Piano

MSRP:

$799.00
DSP P8 Black

$899.00
DSP P8 White
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